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I discuss a number of novel topics in QCD, including the use of the AdS/CFT correspondence
between Anti-de Sitter space and conformal gauge theories to obtain an analytically tractable ap-
proximation to QCD in the regime where the QCD coupling is large and constant. In particular,
there is an exact correspondence between the fifth-dimension coordinate z of AdS space and a specific
impact variable ζ which measures the separation of the quark constituents within the hadron in ordi-
nary space-time. This connection allows one to compute the analytic form of the frame-independent
light-front wavefunctions of mesons and baryons, the fundamental entities which encode hadron
properties and allow the computation of exclusive scattering amplitudes. I also discuss a number of
novel phenomenological features of QCD. Initial- and final-state interactions from gluon-exchange,
normally neglected in the parton model, have a profound effect in QCD hard-scattering reactions,
leading to leading-twist single-spin asymmetries, diffractive deep inelastic scattering, diffractive
hard hadronic reactions, the breakdown of the Lam Tung relation in Drell-Yan reactions, and nu-
clear shadowing and non-universal antishadowing—leading-twist physics not incorporated in the
light-front wavefunctions of the target computed in isolation. I also discuss tests of hidden color
in nuclear wavefunctions, the use of diffraction to materialize the Fock states of a hadronic projec-
tile and test QCD color transparency, and anomalous heavy quark effects. The presence of direct
higher-twist processes where a proton is produced in the hard subprocess can explain the large
proton-to-pion ratio seen in high centrality heavy ion collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Chromodynamics is a theory with remarkably novel and interesting features. Heavy ion experiments at
RHIC [1] are now discovering unexpected new phenomena associated with the high temperature phase of QCD where
its quark and gluon degrees of freedom become manifest. Experiments at HERMES [2] have confirmed QCD expec-
tations for leading-twist single-spin asymmetries which require both the presence of quark orbital angular momentum
in the proton wavefunction and novel final-state QCD phases. Experiments at HERA [3] have shown that diffractive
deep inelastic scattering, where the proton target remains intact, constitutes a remarkably large percentage of the
deep inelastic cross section, again showing the importance of QCD final state interactions. The SELEX experiment [4]
has shown that single, and even double-charm, hadrons are produced at high xF in hadron collisions in agreement
with analyses based on the intrinsic charm [5] fluctuations of the proton. Color transparency [6], a key feature of the
gauge theoretic description of hadron interactions, has now been experimentally established at FermiLab [7] using
diffractive dijet production piA → jetjetA. The FermiLab experiment also provides a measurement of the valence
light-front wavefunction of the pion [8]. A similar experiment at the LHC pA → JetJetJetA at the LHC could be
used to measure the fundamental valence wavefunction of the proton [9].
The LHC, in both proton-proton and heavy ion collisions, will not only open up a new high energy frontier, but
it will also be a superb machine for probing and testing QCD. The advent of new hadron physics accelerators, such
as the 12 GeV electron facility at Jefferson Laboratory, the FAIR anti-proton and heavy ion facilities at GSI, and
the J-PARC hadron facility will provide many new opportunities to test QCD in its natural domain. In addition,
many novel features of QCD, such as timelike deeply virtual Compton scattering and two-photon annihilation, can
be probed at electron-positron colliders.
In this talk I will emphasize a number of aspects of QCD which seem to violate conventional wisdom:
(1) As recently noted by Collins and Qiu [10], the traditional factorization formalism of perturbative QCD for high
transverse momentum hadron production fails in detail because of initial- and final-state gluonic interactions. These
interactions produce the Sivers effect at leading twist [11] with different signs in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
and the Drell-Yan reaction [12]. Double initial-state interactions [13] also produce anomalous angular effects, including
the breakdown of the Lam-Tung relation [14] in the Drell-Yan process.
(2) Hard diffractive reactions such as diffractive deep inelastic lepton scattering ep → epX are leading-twist,
Bjorken-scaling phenomena. In fact, as shown at HERA [3], nearly 15% of the inclusive deep inelastic cross section
leaves the proton intact. This is now understood to be due to final-state gluonic interactions of the struck quark with
the proton’s spectators [15], contradicting models based on an intrinsic pomeron component of the proton.
(3) As emphasized by Lai, Tung, and Pumplin [16], there are strong indications that the structure functions used
to model charm and bottom quarks in the proton at large xbj have been strongly underestimated, since they ignore
intrinsic heavy quark fluctuations of hadron wavefunctions. The SELEX [4] discovery of ccd and ccu double-charm
baryons at large xF reinforces other signals for the presence of heavy quarks at large momentum fractions in hadronic
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wavefunctions, a rigorous feature of intrinsic heavy quark Fock states. This has strong consequences for the production
of heavy hadrons, heavy quarkonia, and even the Higgs at the LHC. Intrinsic charm and bottom leads to substantial
rates for heavy hadron production at high xF [17], as well as anomalous nuclear effects.
(4) The existence of dynamical higher-twist processes in which a hadron interacts directly within a hard subprocess
is a rigorous prediction of QCD. For example, in the case of the Drell-Yan reaction pip→ `+`−X the virtual photon
becomes longitudinally polarized at high xF , reflecting the spin of the pion entering the QCD hard subprocess [18].
In the case of high transverse momentum proton production the differential cross section dσd3p/E (pp → ppX) scales
as 1
p8
T
at fixed xT = 2pT /
√
s, [19] far from the 1/p4T to 1/p
5
T scaling predicted by pQCD [20]. This suggests that
the proton is produced directly in the hard subprocess, rather than by quark or gluon fragmentation. The color
transparency [6] of the produced proton and the resulting lack of absorption in a nuclear medium can explain the
paradoxical observation seen at RHIC that more protons than pions are produced at high pT in high centrality heavy
ion collisions.
(5) A new understanding of nuclear shadowing and antishadowing has emerged based on the presence of multi-step
coherent reactions involving leading twist diffractive reactions [21, 22]. Thus the nuclear shadowing of structure
functions is a consequence of the lepton-nucleus collision; it is not an intrinsic property of the nuclear wavefunction.
The same analysis shows that antishadowing is not universal, but it depends in detail on the flavor of the quark or
antiquark constituent [22].
(6) QCD predicts that a nucleus cannot be described solely as nucleonic bound states. In the case of the deuteron,
the six-quark wavefunction has five color-singlet components, only one of which can be identified with the pn state at
long distances. These “hidden color” components [23] play an essential role in nuclear dynamics at short distances.
(7) Spin correlations are now playing an essential role in hadron physics phenomenology, particularly in single-
spin correlations which are found to be unexpectedly strong in hadroproduction at large xF and in the double-spin
correlations which measure transversity. One of the most remarkable phenomena in hadron physics is the 4:1 ratio
RNN of parallel to antiparallel rates seen in large-angle elastic proton-proton scattering at Ecm ' 5 GeV [24]. This
“exclusive transversity” is a possible signal for the existence of uuduudcc resonances at the charm threshold [25]. The
absence of transverse polarization of the Jψ produced at high transverse momentum in pp→ J/ψX is a key difficulty
for heavy quark phenomenology.
(8) It is commonly believed that the renormalization scale entering the QCD coupling is an arbitrary parameter
in perturbative QCD; in fact, just as in Abelian theory, the renormalization scale is a physical quantity, representing
the summation of QCD vacuum polarization contributions to the gluon propagator in the skeleton expansion [26, 27].
In general, multiple renormalization scales appear in a pQCD expression whenever multiple invariants appear in the
reaction. These issues are discussed in the next section.
These examples of unconventional wisdom highlight the need for a fundamental understanding the dynamics of
hadrons in QCD at the amplitude level. This is essential for understanding the description of phenomena such as the
quantum mechanics of hadron formation, the remarkable effects of initial and final interactions, the origins of diffractive
phenomena and single-spin asymmetries, and manifestations of higher-twist semi-exclusive hadron subprocesses. A
central tool in these analyses is the light-front wavefunctions of hadrons, the frame-independent eigensolutions of the
Heisenberg equation for QCD HLF |Ψ >= M2|Ψ > quantized at fixed light-front. Given the light-front wavefunctions
ψn/H(xi,~k⊥i, λi), one can compute a large range of exclusive and inclusive hadron observables. For example, the
valence, sea-quark and gluon distributions are defined from the squares of the LFWFS summed over all Fock states n.
Form factors, exclusive weak transition amplitudes [28] such as B → `νpi, and the generalized parton distributions [29]
measured in deeply virtual Compton scattering are (assuming the “handbag” approximation) overlaps of the initial
and final LFWFS with n = n′ and n = n′ + 2.
I will also discuss here a new approach [30, 31] for determining light-front wavefunctions for QCD using the
AdS/CFT correspondence between Anti-de Sitter space and conformal gauge theories. AdS/CFT provides an ana-
lytically tractable approximation to QCD in the regime where the QCD coupling is large and constant. In particular,
there is an exact correspondence between the fifth-dimension coordinate z of AdS space and a specific impact variable
ζ which measures the separation of the quark constituents within the hadron in ordinary space-time. This connection
allows one to compute the analytic form of the frame-independent light-front wavefunctions of mesons and baryons, the
fundamental entities which encode hadron properties and allow the computation of exclusive scattering amplitudes.
II. SETTING THE RENORMALIZATION SCALE IN PERTURBATIVE QCD
Precise quantitative predictions of QCD are necessary to understand the backgrounds to new beyond-the-Standard-
Model phenomena at the LHC . Thus it is important to eliminate as best as possible all uncertainties in QCD
predictions, including the elimination of renormalization scale and scheme ambiguities.
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It should be emphasized that the renormalization scale is not arbitrary in gauge theories. For example in QED,
the renormalization scale in the usual Gell Mann-Low scheme is exactly the photon virtuality: µ2R = k
2. This
scale sums all vacuum polarization corrections into the dressed photon propagator of a given skeleton graph. The
resulting analytic QED running coupling has dispersive cuts set correctly set at the physical thresholds for lepton pair
production k2 = 4m2L. (In MS scheme, the renormalization scales are displaced to e
−5/3k2.) The renormalization
scale is similarly unambiguous in QCD: the cuts due to quark loops in the dressed gluon propagator appear at the
physical quark thresholds. Equivalently, one can use the scheme-independent BLM procedure [26, 27, 32, 33] to
eliminate the appearance of the β-function in the perturbative series.
Of course the initial choice of the renormalization scale is completely arbitrary, and one can study the dependence
of a perturbative expansion on the initial scale using the usual renormalization group evolution equations. This
procedure exposes the β−dependent terms in the PQCD expression. Eliminating the β-dependent terms then leads
to a unique, physical, renormalization scale for any choice of renormalization scheme. In effect, one identifies the
series for the corresponding conformal theory where the β− function is zero; the conformal expression serves as a
template [34] for perturbative QCD expansions; the nonzero QCD β-function can then be systematically incorporated
into the scale of the running coupling [32, 35, 36]. This leads to fixing of the physical renormalization scale as well as
commensurate scale relations which relate observables to each other without scale or scheme ambiguity [26].
As an example, consider Higgs production pp→ HX calculated via gg → H fusion. The physical renormalization
scale for the running QCD couplings for this subprocess in the pinch scheme are the two gluon virtualities, not the
Higgs mass. The resulting values for the renormalization scales parallel the two-photon process in QED: ee → eeH
where only vacuum polarization corrections determine the scale; i.e., the renormalization scales are set by the photon
virtualities. An interesting consequence is the prediction that the QCD coupling is evaluated at the minimal scale of
the gluon virtualities if the Higgs is measured at ~pHT = 0.
In a physical renormalization scheme [37], gauge couplings are defined directly in terms of physical observables.
Such effective charges are analytic functions of the physical scales and their mass thresholds have the correct threshold
dependence [38, 39] consistent with unitarity. As in QED, heavy particles contribute to physical predictions even at
energies below their threshold. This is in contrast to renormalization schemes such as MS where mass thresholds
are treated as step functions. In the case of supersymmetric grand unification, one finds a number of qualitative
differences and improvements in precision over conventional approaches [39]. The analytic threshold corrections can
be important in making the measured values of the gauge couplings consistent with unification.
Relations between observables have no scale ambiguity and are independent of the choice of the intermediate
renormalization scheme [32]; this is the transitivity property of the renormalization group. The results, called com-
mensurate scale relations, are consistent [40] with the renormalization group [41] and the analytic connection of QCD
to Abelian theory at NC → 0 [42]. A important example is the generalized Crewther relation [35]. One finds a
renormalization-scheme invariant relation between the coefficient function for the Bjorken sum rule for polarized deep
inelastic scattering and the R-ratio for the e+e− annihilation cross section. This relation provides a generalization of
the Crewther relation to non-conformally invariant gauge theories. The derived relations allow one to calculate unam-
biguously without renormalization scale or scheme ambiguity the effective charges of the polarized Bjorken and the
Gross-Llewellen Smith sum rules from the experimental value for the effective charge associated with R-ratio. Present
data are consistent with the generalized Crewther relations, but measurements at higher precision and energies are
needed to decisively test these fundamental relations in QCD.
Recently Michael Binger and I [43] have analyzed the behavior of the thirteen nonzero form factors contributing to
the gauge-invariant three-gluon vertex at one-loop, an analysis which is important for setting the renormalization scale
for heavy quark production and other PQCD processes. Supersymmetric relations between scalar, quark, and gluon
loops contributions to the triangle diagram lead to a simple presentation of the results for a general non-Abelian gauge
theories. Only the gluon contribution to the form factors is needed since the massless quark and scalar contributions
are inferred from the homogeneous relation FG + 4FQ + (10− d)FS = 0 and the sums ΣQG(F ) ≡ (d− 2)/2FQ + FG
which are given for each form factor F . The extension to the case of internal masses leads to the modified sum rule
FMG + 4FMQ + (9 − d)FMS = 0. The phenomenology of the three-gluon vertex is largely determined by the form
factor multiplying the three-level tensor. One can define a three-scale effective scale Q2eff (p
2
a, p
2
b , p
2
c) as a function of
the three external virtualities which provides a natural extension of BLM scale setting [26] to the three-gluon vertex.
Physical momentum scales thus set the scale of the coupling. The dependence of Q2eff on the physical scales has a
number of surprising features. A complicated threshold and pseudo-threshold behavior is also observed.
III. ADS/QCD AS A FIRST APPROXIMANT TO NONPERTURBATIVE QCD
One of the most interesting new developments in hadron physics has been the application of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence [44] to nonperturbative QCD problems [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. Already AdS/CFT is giving important insight
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into the viscosity and other global properties of the hadronic system formed in heavy ion collisions [50].
The essential ansatz for the application of AdS/CFT to hadron physics is the indication that the QCD coupling
αs(Q2) becomes large and constant in the low momentum domain Q ≤ 1 GeV/c, thus providing a window where
conformal symmetry can be applied. Solutions of the QCD Dyson Schwinger equations [51, 52] and phenomenological
studies [53, 54, 55] of QCD couplings based on physical observables such as τ decay [56] and the Bjorken sum rule show
that the QCD β function vanishes and αs(Q2) become constant at small virtuality; i.e., effective charges develop an
infrared fixed point. Recent lattice gauge theory simulations [57] and nonperturbative analyses [58] have also indicated
an infrared fixed point for QCD. One can understand this physically [59]: in a confining theory where gluons have
an effective mass or maximal wavelength, all vacuum polarization corrections to the gluon self-energy decouple at
long wavelength. When the coupling is constant and quark masses can be ignored, the QCD Lagrangian becomes
conformally invariant [60], allowing the mathematically tools of conformal symmetry to be applied.
The leading power fall-off of the hard scattering amplitude as given by dimensional counting rules follows from the
conformal scaling of the underlying hard-scattering amplitude: TH ∼ 1/Qn−4, where n is the total number of fields
(quarks, leptons, or gauge fields) participating in the hard scattering [71, 72]. Thus the reaction is dominated by
subprocesses and Fock states involving the minimum number of interacting fields. In the case of 2 → 2 scattering
processes, this implies dσ/dt(AB → CD) = FAB→CD(t/s)/sn−2, where n = NA + NB + NC + ND and nH is
the minimum number of constituents of H. The near-constancy of the effective QCD coupling helps explain the
empirical success of dimensional counting rules for the near-conformal power law fall-off of form factors and fixed
angle scaling [73]. For example, one sees the onset of perturbative QCD scaling behavior even for exclusive nuclear
amplitudes such as deuteron photodisintegration (Here n = 1 + 6 + 3 + 3 = 13.) s11dσ/dt(γd → pn) ∼ constant at
fixed CM angle.
The measured deuteron form factor also appears to follow the leading-twist QCD predictions at large momentum
transfers in the few GeV region [74, 75, 76].
Recently the Hall A collaboration at Jefferson Laboratory [77] has reported a significant exception to the general
empirical success of dimensional counting in fixed CM angle Compton scattering dσdt (γp → γp) ∼ F (θCM )s8 instead of
the predicted 1s6 scaling. However, the hadron form factor RV (T ), which multiplies the γq → γq amplitude is found
by Hall-A to scale as 1t2 , in agreement with the PQCD and AdS/CFT prediction. In addition the timelike two-photon
process γγ → pp appears to satisfy dimensional counting [78, 79].
The vanishing of the β function at small momentum transfer implies that there is regime where QCD resembles a
strongly-coupled theory and mathematical techniques based on conformal invariance can be applied. One can use the
AdS/CFT correspondence between Anti-de Sitter space and conformal gauge theories to obtain an approximation to
nonperturbative QCD in the regime where the QCD coupling is large and constant; i.e., one can use the mathematical
representation of the conformal group S0(4, 2) in five- dimensional anti-de Sitter space to construct a holographic
representation to the theory. For example, Guy de Teramond and I [30] have shown that the amplitude Φ(z) describing
the hadronic state in the fifth dimension of Anti-de Sitter space AdS5 can be precisely mapped to the light-front
wavefunctions ψn/h of hadrons in physical space-time, thus providing a description of hadrons in QCD at the amplitude
level. The light-front wavefunctions are relativistic and frame-independent generalizations of the familiar Schro¨dinger
wavefunctions of atomic physics, but they are determined at fixed light-cone time τ = t + z/c—the “front form”
advocated by Dirac—rather than at fixed ordinary time t. We derived this correspondence by noticing that the
mapping of z → ζ analytically transforms the expression for the form factors in AdS/CFT to the exact Drell-Yan-
West expression in terms of light-front wavefunctions.
Conformal symmetry can provide a systematic approximation to QCD in both its nonperturbative and perturbative
domains. In the case of nonperturbative QCD, one can use the AdS/CFT correspondence [44] between Anti-de Sitter
space and conformal gauge theories to obtain an analytically tractable approximation to QCD in the regime where the
QCD coupling is large and constant. Scale-changes in the physical 3 + 1 world can then be represented by studying
dynamics in a mathematical fifth dimension with the AdS5 metric. This is illustrated in fig. 1. This connection
allows one to compute the analytic form [30, 59] of the light-front wavefunctions of mesons and baryons. AdS/CFT
also provides a non-perturbative derivation of dimensional counting rules for the power-law fall-off of form factors and
exclusive scattering amplitudes at large momentum transfer. The AdS/CFT approach thus allows one to construct a
model of hadrons which has both confinement at large distances and the conformal scaling properties which reproduce
dimensional counting rules for hard exclusive reactions. The fundamental equation of AdS/CFT has the appearance
of a radial Schro¨dinger Coulomb equation, but it is relativistic, covariant, and analytically tractable.
A key result from AdS/CFT is an effective two-particle light-front radial equation for mesons [30, 59][
− d
2
dζ2
+ V (ζ)
]
φ(ζ) =M2φ(ζ), (1)
with the conformal potential V (ζ) = −(1 − 4L2)/4ζ2. Here ζ2 = x(1 − x)b2⊥ where x = k+/P+ is the light cone
momentum fraction, and b⊥ is the impact separation; i.e. the Fourier conjugate to the relative transverse momentum
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FIG. 1: Artist’s conception of AdS/CFT. The evolution of the proton at different length scales is mapped into the compact
AdS5 dimension z. The black hole represents the bag-like Dirichlet boundary condition (ψ(z)|z=z0=1/ΛQCD = 0), thus limiting
interquark separations.
k⊥. The variable ζ, 0 ≤ ζ ≤ Λ−1QCD, represents the invariant separation between point-like constituents, and it is also
the holographic variable z in AdS; i.e., we can identify ζ = z. The solution to (1) is φ(z) = z−
3
2 Φ(z) = Cz
1
2 JL(zM).
This equation reproduces the AdS/CFT solutions. The lowest stable state is determined by the Breitenlohner-
Freedman bound [61]. We can model confinement by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions at φ(z = 1/ΛQCD) = 0.
The eigenvalues are then given in terms of the roots of the Bessel functions: ML,k = βL,kΛQCD. Alternatively, one
can add a confinement potential −κ2ζ2 to the effective potential V (ζ) [48].
The eigenvalues of the effective light-front equation provide a good description of the meson and baryon spectra for
light quarks [62], and its eigensolutions provide a remarkably simple but realistic model of their valence wavefunctions.
The resulting normalized light-front wavefunctions for the truncated space model are
ψ˜L,k(x, ζ) = BL,k
√
x(1− x)JL (ζβL,kΛQCD) θ
(
ζ ≤ Λ−1QCD
)
, (2)
where BL,k = pi−
1
2 ΛQCD/J1+L(βL,k). The results display confinement at large inter-quark separation and conformal
symmetry at short distances, thus reproducing dimensional counting rules for hard exclusive processes. One can
also derive analogous equations for baryons composed of massless quarks using a Dirac matrix representation for the
baryon system. Predictions for the baryon spectrum are shown in fig.2.
Most important, the eigensolutions of the AdS/CFT equation can be mapped to light-front equations of the hadrons
in physical space-time, thus providing an elegant description of the light hadrons at the amplitude level. The mapping
is illustrated in fig.3. The meson LFWF is illustrated in fig.4. The prediction for the proton Dirac form factor is
shown in fig.5.
The deeply virtual Compton amplitudes can be Fourier transformed to b⊥ and σ = x−P+/2 space providing new
insights into QCD distributions [63, 64, 65, 66]. The distributions in the LF direction σ typically display diffraction
patterns arising from the interference of the initial and final state LFWFs [65, 67]. This is illustrated in fig.6. All of
these processes can provide a detailed test of the AdS/CFT LFWFs predictions.
It is interesting to note that the pion distribution amplitude predicted by AdS/CFT at the hadronic scale is
φpi(x,Q0) = (4/
√
3pi)fpi
√
x(1− x) from both the harmonic oscillator and truncated space models is quite different
than the asymptotic distribution amplitude predicted from the PQCD evolution [68] of the pion distribution amplitude:
φpi(x,Q→∞) =
√
3fpix(1−x). The broader shape of the AdS/CFT pion distribution increases the magnitude of the
leading-twist perturbative QCD prediction for the pion form factor by a factor of 16/9 compared to the prediction
based on the asymptotic form, bringing the PQCD prediction close to the empirical pion form factor [69]. Hadron form
factors can be directly predicted from the overlap integrals in AdS space or equivalently by using the Drell-Yan-West
formula in physical space-time. The form factor at high Q2 receives contributions from small ζ ∼ 1/Q, corresponding
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FIG. 2: Predictions for the masses of the orbital excitations of the I = 1/2 and I = 3/2 baryon states from AdS/CFT using the
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φ(z)
ζ =
√
x(1− x) b2⊥ z
x
(1− x)
 b⊥
ψ(x, b⊥)
LF(3+1)              AdS5
Holography: Unique mapping derived from equality of LF 
and AdS  formula for current matrix elements
ψ(x, ζ) =
√
x(1− x)ζ−1/2φ(ζ)
FIG. 3: Holographic mapping of the wavefunction φ(z) in the fifth-dimension coordinate z to the light-front wavefunction as a
function of the covariant impact coordinate ζ =
√
x(1− x)b⊥.
to small ~b⊥ and 1− x .
The x → 1 endpoint domain of structure functions is often referred to as a ”soft” Feynman contribution. In
fact x → 1 for the struck quark requires that all of the spectators have x = k+/P+ = (k0 + kz)/P+ → 0; this
in turn requires high longitudinal momenta kz → −∞ for all spectators – unless one has both massless spectator
quarks m ≡ 0 with zero transverse momentum k⊥ ≡ 0, which is a regime of measure zero. If one uses a covariant
formalism, such as the Bethe-Salpeter theory, then the virtuality of the struck quark becomes infinitely spacelike:
k2F ∼ −(k2⊥ +m2)/(1− x) in the endpoint domain. Thus, actually, x→ 1 corresponds to infinite relative longitudinal
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FIG. 4: Illustration of the valence qq Fock state light-front wavefunction ψ(x, ζ) of a meson predicted by AdS/CFT.
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FIG. 5: Predictions from AdS/CFT for the space-like Dirac form factor of the proton F1(Q
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space) and soft wall (harmonic oscillator confinement) models. The current J is modified by the metric. For example, in the
soft wall model, Jκ(Q, z) = Γ
(
1 + Q
2
4κ2
)
U
(
Q2
4κ2
, 0, κ2z2
)
, where U(a, b, z) is the confluent hypergeometric function [145].
momentum; it is as hard a domain in the hadron wavefunction as high transverse momentum. Note also that at
large x where the struck quark is far-off shell, DGLAP evolution is quenched [70], so that the fall-off of the DIS cross
sections in Q2 satisfies inclusive-exclusive duality at fixed W 2.
The AdS/CFT approach thus provides a viable, analytic first approximation to QCD. In principle, the model can be
systematically improved, for example by using the AdS/CFT eigensolutions as a basis for diagonalizing the full QCD
Hamiltonian. An outline of the AdS/QCD program is shown in fig.8. The phenomenology of the AdS/CFT model
is just beginning, but it can be anticipated that it will have many applications to LHC phenomena. For example,
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FIG. 7: The logistics of AdS/CFT which leads to an analytic first approximation to QCD in its conformal window.
the model LFWFs provide a basis for understanding hadron structure functions and fragmentation functions at the
amplitude level; the same wavefunctions can describe hadron formation from the coalescence of co-moving quarks. The
spin correlations which underly single and double spin correlations are also described by the AdS/CFT eigensolutions.
The AdS/CFT hadronic wavefunctions provides predictions for the generalized parton distributions and weak decay
amplitudes from first principles. In addition, a prediction from AdS/CFT for the proton LFWF would allow one to
compute the higher-twist direct subprocesses such as uu → pd which could control proton production in inclusive
reactions at large transverse momenta from first principles. The amplitudes relevant to diffractive reactions could also
be computed. We also anticipate that the extension of the AdS/CFT formalism to heavy quarks will allow a great
variety of heavy hadron phenomena to be analyzed from first principles.
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IV. HIGHER-TWIST CONTRIBUTIONS TO INCLUSIVE REACTIONS
Although the contributions of higher twist processes are nominally power-law suppressed at high transverse mo-
mentum, there are some phenomenological examples where they can play a dominant role. For example, hadrons can
interact directly within a hard subprocess, leading to higher twist contributions which can actually dominate over
leading twist processes [18, 80]. A classic example is the reaction piq → `+`−q′ which, despite its relative 1Q2 fall-off,
dominates the leading twist contribution to the Drell-Yan reaction piN → `+`−X at high xF , producing longitudinally
polarized lepton pairs. Crossing predicts that one also has reactions where the final-state hadron appears directly in
the subprocess such as e+e− → piX at z = 1.
The fundamental test of leading-twist QCD predictions in high transverse momentum hadronic reactions is the
measurement of the power-law fall-off of the inclusive cross section dσd3p/E (AB → CX) = F (θcm,xT )pneff
T
at fixed xT =
2pT /
√
s and fixed θCM where neff ∼ 4 + δ. Here δ ≤ 1 is the correction to the conformal prediction arising from the
QCD running coupling and DGLAP evolution of the input distribution and fragmentation functions [20]. Striking
deviations from the leading-twist predictions were observed at the ISR and Fermilab fixed-target experiments [81].
For example, the Chicago-Princeton experiment [82] found neff ' 12 for pp→ pX at large, fixed xT . A compilation
of results for the power fall-off for hard inclusive hadronic reactions is shown in fig.8.
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FIG. 8: Power-law scaling [83] for hadron production at large transverse momentum from experiments at the ISR, FermiLab,
and the PHENIX collaboration at RHIC. The leading-twist prediction is neff ' 4. The neff ∼ 8 scaling behavior observed at
RHIC for both pA→ pX and AA→ pX at xT > 0.03 is consistent with the dominance of a higher-twist direct process.
It is conventional to assume that leading-twist subprocesses dominate measurements of high pT hadron production at
RHIC energies. Indeed the data for direct photon fragmentation pp→ γX is quite consistent with neff (pp→ γX) = 5,
as expected from the gq → γq leading-twist subprocess. This also is likely true for pion production, at least for
small xT . However, the measured fixed xT scaling for proton production at RHIC is anomalous: PHENIX reports
neff (pp→ pX) ' 8. A review of this data is given by Tannenbaum [83]. One can understand the anomalous scaling
if a higher-twist subprocess [20] , where the proton is made directly within the hard reaction such as uu → pd and
(uud)u → pu, dominate the reaction pp → pX at RHIC energies. This is illustrated in fig.11. Such processes are
rigorous QCD contributions. The dominance of direct subprocesses is possible since the fragmentation of gluon or
quark jets to baryons requires that the 2 to 2 subprocess occurs at much higher transverse momentum than the
pT of observed proton because of the fast falling (1 − z)3 quark-to-proton fragmentation function. Such “direct”
reactions can readily explain the fast-falling power-law falloff observed at fixed xT and fixed-θcm observed at the ISR,
FermiLab and RHIC [20]. Furthermore, the protons produced directly within the hard subprocess emerge as small-size
color-transparent colored states which are not absorbed in the nuclear target. In contrast, pions produced from jet
fragmentation have the normal cross section. This provides a plausible explanation of RHIC data [84], which shows
a dramatic rise of the p → pi ratio at high pT when one compares peripheral with central (full overlap) heavy ion
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collisions. This is illustrated in fig.10. The directly produced protons are not absorbed, but the pions are diminished
in the nuclear medium.
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FIG. 10: The ratio of protons to pions produced at large pT in heavy ion collisions as a function of centrality from the PHENIX
experiment at RHIC [84]. The open and solid symbols indicate neutral versus charged pions. The rise of the p/pi ratio with pT
is consistent with the hypothesis that only the pions are absorbed in the nuclear medium. A comparison with the measured
p/pi ratio in e+e− and pp reactions is also shown.
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V. INTRINSIC HEAVY QUARKS AND THE ANOMALOUS NUCLEAR DEPENDENCE OF
QUARKONIUM PRODUCTION
The probability for Fock states of a light hadron such as the proton to have an extra heavy quark pair decreases as
1/m2Q in non-Abelian gauge theory [85, 86]. The relevant matrix element is the cube of the QCD field strength G
3
µν .
This is in contrast to abelian gauge theory where the relevant operator is F 4µν and the probability of intrinsic heavy
leptons in QED bound state is suppressed as 1/m4` . The intrinsic Fock state probability is maximized at minimal
off-shellness. It is useful to define the transverse mass m⊥i =
√
k2⊥i +m
2
i . The maximum probability then occurs at
xi = mi⊥/
∑n
j=1m
j
⊥; i.e., when the constituents have minimal invariant mass and equal rapidity. Thus the heaviest
constituents have the highest momentum fractions and the highest xi. Intrinsic charm thus predicts that the charm
structure function has support at large xbj in excess of DGLAP extrapolations [5]; this is in agreement with the
EMC measurements [87]. Intrinsic charm can also explain the J/ψ → ρpi puzzle [88]. It also affects the extraction of
suppressed CKM matrix elements in B decays [89].
The dissociation of the intrinsic charm |uudcc > Fock state of the proton on a nucleus can produce a leading heavy
quarkonium state at high xF = xc +xc in pA→ J/ψXA′ since the c and c can readily coalesce into the charmonium
state. Since the constituents of a given intrinsic heavy-quark Fock state tend to have the same rapidity, coalescence
of multiple partons from the projectile Fock state into charmed hadrons and mesons is also favored. For example, one
can produce a leading Λc at high xF and low pT from the coalescence of the udc constituents of the projectile |uudcc >
Fock state. A similar coalescence mechanism was used in atomic physics to produce relativistic antihydrogen in pA
collisions [90]. This phenomena is important not only for understanding heavy-hadron phenomenology, but also for
understanding the sources of neutrinos in astrophysics experiments [91] and the “long-flying” component in cosmic
rays [92].
In the case of a nuclear target, the charmonium state will be produced at small transverse momentum and high xF
with a characteristic A2/3 nuclear dependence since the color-octet color-octet |(uud)8C(cc)8C > Fock state interacts
on the front surface of the nuclear target [17]. This forward contribution is in addition to the A1 contribution derived
from the usual perturbative QCD fusion contribution at small xF . Because of these two components, the cross section
violates perturbative QCD factorization for hard inclusive reactions [93]. This is consistent with the observed two-
component cross section for charmonium production observed by the NA3 collaboration at CERN [94] and more
recent experiments [95]. The diffractive dissociation of the intrinsic charm Fock state leads to leading charm hadron
production and fast charmonium production in agreement with measurements [96]. Intrinsic charm can also explain
the J/ψ → ρpi puzzle [88], and it affects the extraction of suppressed CKM matrix elements in B decays [89].
The production cross section for the double-charm Ξ+cc baryon [97] and the production of J/ψ pairs appears to be
consistent with the diffractive dissociation and coalescence of double IC Fock states [98]. These observations provide
compelling evidence for the diffractive dissociation of complex off-shell Fock states of the projectile and contradict
the traditional view that sea quarks and gluons are always produced perturbatively via DGLAP evolution. It is also
conceivable that the observations [99] of Λb at high xF at the ISR in high energy pp collisions could be due to the
diffractive dissociation and coalescence of the “intrinsic bottom” |uudbb > Fock states of the proton.
Intrinsic heavy quarks can also enhance the production probability of Higgs bosons at hadron colliders from processes
such as gc→ Hc. It is thus critical for new experiments (HERMES, HERA, COMPASS) to definitively establish the
phenomenology of the charm structure function at large xbj . Recently Kopeliovich, Schmidt, Soffer, and I [17] have
proposed a novel mechanism for exclusive diffractive Higgs production pp → pHp in which the Higgs boson carries
a significant fraction of the projectile proton momentum. The production mechanism is based on the subprocess
(QQ)g → H where the QQ in the |uudQQ > intrinsic heavy quark Fock state has up to 80% of the projectile protons
momentum. This process, which is illustrated in fig.11, will provide a clear experimental signal for Higgs production
due to the small background in this kinematic region.
VI. HIDDEN COLOR
In traditional nuclear physics, the deuteron is a bound state of a proton and a neutron where the binding force
arise from the exchange of a pion and other mesonic states. However, QCD provides a new perspective: [100, 101] six
quarks in the fundamental 3C representation of SU(3) color can combine into five different color-singlet combinations,
only one of which corresponds to a proton and neutron. In fact, if the deuteron wavefunction is a proton-neutron
bound state at large distances, then as their separation becomes smaller, the QCD evolution resulting from colored
gluon exchange introduce four other “hidden color” states into the deuteron wavefunction [23]. The normalization
of the deuteron form factor observed at large Q2 [102], as well as the presence of two mass scales in the scaling
behavior of the reduced deuteron form factor [100], thus suggest sizable hidden-color Fock state contributions such as
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| (uud)8C (ddu)8C 〉 with probability of order 15% in the deuteron wavefunction [103].
The hidden color states of the deuteron can be materialized at the hadron level as
∆++(uuu)∆−(ddd) and other novel quantum fluctuations of the deuteron. These dual hadronic components become
more and more important as one probes the deuteron at short distances, such as in exclusive reactions at large mo-
mentum transfer. For example, the ratio
dσ/dt(γd→ ∆++∆−)/dσ/dt(γd→ np) should increase dramatically to a fixed ratio 2 :: 5 with increasing trans-
verse momentum pT . Similarly the Coulomb dissociation of the deuteron into various exclusive channels ed →
e′ + pn, pppi−,∆∆, · · · should have a changing composition as the final-state hadrons are probed at high transverse
momentum, reflecting the onset of hidden color degrees of freedom.
Recently the CLEO collaboration [104] has measured the branching ratios of
Υ(nS) → aantideuteron X. This reaction should be sensitive to the hidden-color structure of the anti-deuteron
wavefunction since the Υ → bb → ggg → qqqqqqqqqqqq originates from a system of small compact size and leads to
multi-quark states with diverse colors. It is crucial to also have data on Υ→ pnX where the anti-nucleons emerge at
minimal invariant mass. The conventional nuclear physics expectation can then be computed from the convolution of
this distribution with the square of the two nucleon “body” LFWF of the deuteron:∫
d2k⊥
∫ 1
0
dx|ψdnp(x, k⊥)|2 ×
dσ
d3pn/En d3pp/Ep
(Υ→ npX) (3)
VII. DIFFRACTIVE DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING
A remarkable feature of deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering at HERA is that approximately 10% events are
diffractive [105, 106]: the target proton remains intact, and there is a large rapidity gap between the proton and the
other hadrons in the final state. These diffractive deep inelastic scattering (DDIS) events can be understood most
simply from the perspective of the color-dipole model: the qq Fock state of the high-energy virtual photon diffractively
dissociates into a diffractive dijet system. The exchange of multiple gluons between the color dipole of the qq and
the quarks of the target proton neutralizes the color separation and leads to the diffractive final state. The same
multiple gluon exchange also controls diffractive vector meson electroproduction at large photon virtuality [107]. This
observation presents a paradox: if one chooses the conventional parton model frame where the photon light-front
momentum is negative q+ = q0 + qz < 0, the virtual photon interacts with a quark constituent with light-cone
momentum fraction x = k+/p+ = xbj . Furthermore, the gauge link associated with the struck quark (the Wilson line)
becomes unity in light-cone gauge A+ = 0. Thus the struck “current” quark apparently experiences no final-state
interactions. Since the light-front wavefunctions ψn(xi, k⊥i) of a stable hadron are real, it appears impossible to
generate the required imaginary phase associated with pomeron exchange, let alone large rapidity gaps.
This paradox was resolved by Hoyer, Marchal, Peigne, Sannino and myself [15]. Consider the case where the virtual
photon interacts with a strange quark—the ss pair is assumed to be produced in the target by gluon splitting. In the
case of Feynman gauge, the struck s quark continues to interact in the final state via gluon exchange as described by the
Wilson line. The final-state interactions occur at a light-cone time ∆τ ' 1/ν shortly after the virtual photon interacts
with the struck quark. When one integrates over the nearly-on-shell intermediate state, the amplitude acquires an
imaginary part. Thus the rescattering of the quark produces a separated color-singlet ss and an imaginary phase. In
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the case of the light-cone gauge A+ = η · A = 0, one must also consider the final-state interactions of the (unstruck)
s quark. The gluon propagator in light-cone gauge dµνLC(k) = (i/k
2 + i) [−gµν + (ηµkν + kµην/η · k)] is singular at
k+ = η ·k = 0. The momentum of the exchanged gluon k+ is of O(1/ν); thus rescattering contributes at leading twist
even in light-cone gauge. The net result is gauge invariant and is identical to the color dipole model calculation. The
calculation of the rescattering effects on DIS in Feynman and light-cone gauge through three loops is given in detail
for an Abelian model in reference [15]. The result shows that the rescattering corrections reduce the magnitude of
the DIS cross section in analogy to nuclear shadowing.
A new understanding of the role of final-state interactions in deep inelastic scattering has thus emerged. The
multiple scattering of the struck parton via instantaneous interactions in the target generates dominantly imaginary
diffractive amplitudes, giving rise to an effective “hard pomeron” exchange. The presence of a rapidity gap between
the target and diffractive system requires that the target remnant emerges in a color-singlet state; this is made possible
in any gauge by the soft rescattering. The resulting diffractive contributions leave the target intact and do not resolve
its quark structure; thus there are contributions to the DIS structure functions which cannot be interpreted as parton
probabilities [15]; the leading-twist contribution to DIS from rescattering of a quark in the target is a coherent effect
which is not included in the light-front wave functions computed in isolation. One can augment the light-front wave
functions with a gauge link corresponding to an external field created by the virtual photon qq pair current [108, 109].
Such a gauge link is process dependent [12], so the resulting augmented LFWFs are not universal [15, 108, 110]. We
also note that the shadowing of nuclear structure functions is due to the destructive interference between multi-nucleon
amplitudes involving diffractive DIS and on-shell intermediate states with a complex phase. In contrast, the wave
function of a stable target is strictly real since it does not have on-energy-shell intermediate state configurations. The
physics of rescattering and shadowing is thus not included in the nuclear light-front wave functions, and a probabilistic
interpretation of the nuclear DIS cross section is precluded.
Rikard Enberg, Paul Hoyer, Gunnar Ingelman and I [111] have shown that the quark structure function of the
effective hard pomeron has the same form as the quark contribution of the gluon structure function. The hard
pomeron is not an intrinsic part of the proton; rather it must be considered as a dynamical effect of the lepton-proton
interaction. Our QCD-based picture also applies to diffraction in hadron-initiated processes. The rescattering is
different in virtual photon- and hadron-induced processes due to the different color environment, which accounts for
the observed non-universality of diffractive parton distributions. This framework also provides a theoretical basis for
the phenomenologically successful Soft Color Interaction (SCI) model [112] which includes rescattering effects and
thus generates a variety of final states with rapidity gaps.
VIII. SINGLE-SPIN ASYMMETRIES FROM FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS
Among the most interesting polarization effects are single-spin azimuthal asymmetries in semi-inclusive deep in-
elastic scattering, representing the correlation of the spin of the proton target and the virtual photon to hadron
production plane: ~Sp · ~q × ~pH . Such asymmetries are time-reversal odd, but they can arise in QCD through phase
differences in different spin amplitudes. In fact, final-state interactions from gluon exchange between the outgoing
quarks and the target spectator system lead to single-spin asymmetries in semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton-proton
scattering which are not power-law suppressed at large photon virtuality Q2 at fixed xbj [11]. In contrast to the SSAs
arising from transversity and the Collins fragmentation function, the fragmentation of the quark into hadrons is not
necessary; one predicts a correlation with the production plane of the quark jet itself. Physically, the final-state inter-
action phase arises as the infrared-finite difference of QCD Coulomb phases for hadron wave functions with differing
orbital angular momentum. See fig.12. The same proton matrix element which determines the spin-orbit correlation
~S · ~L also produces the anomalous magnetic moment of the proton, the Pauli form factor, and the generalized parton
distribution E which is measured in deeply virtual Compton scattering. Thus the contribution of each quark current
to the SSA is proportional to the contribution κq/p of that quark to the proton target’s anomalous magnetic moment
κp =
∑
q eqκq/p [11, 113]. The HERMES collaboration has recently measured the SSA in pion electroproduction
using transverse target polarization [2]. The Sivers and Collins effects can be separated using planar correlations;
both contributions are observed to contribute, with values not in disagreement with theory expectations [2, 114]. A
related analysis also predicts that the initial-state interactions from gluon exchange between the incoming quark and
the target spectator system lead to leading-twist single-spin asymmetries in the Drell-Yan process H1H
l
2 → `+`−X
[12, 115]. The SSA in the Drell-Yan process is the same as that obtained in SIDIS, with the appropriate identification
of variables, but with the opposite sign. There is no Sivers effect in charged-current reactions since the W only couples
to left-handed quarks [116].
If both the quark and antiquark in the initial state of the Drell-Yan subprocess qq → µ+µ− interact with the
spectators of the other incident hadron, one finds a breakdown of the Lam-Tung relation, which was formerly believed
to be a general prediction of leading-twist QCD. These double initial-state interactions also lead to a cos 2φ planar
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deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering.
correlation in unpolarized Drell-Yan reactions [13]. More generally one must consider subprocesses involving initial-
state gluons such as ngqq → `` in addition to subprocesses with extra final-state gluons.
The final-state interaction mechanism provides an appealing physical explanation within QCD of single-spin asym-
metries. Remarkably, the same matrix element which determines the spin-orbit correlation ~S · ~L also produces the
anomalous magnetic moment of the proton, the Pauli form factor, and the generalized parton distribution E which
is measured in deeply virtual Compton scattering. Physically, the final-state interaction phase arises as the infrared-
finite difference of QCD Coulomb phases for hadron wave functions with differing orbital angular momentum. An
elegant discussion of the Sivers effect including its sign has been given by Burkardt [113]. As shown recently by
Gardner and myself [117], one can also use the Sivers effect to study the orbital angular momentum of gluons by
tagging a gluon jet in semi-inclusive DIS. In this case, the final-state interactions are enhanced by the large color
charge of the gluons.
The final-state interaction effects can also be identified with the gauge link which is present in the gauge-invariant
definition of parton distributions [109]. Even when the light-cone gauge is chosen, a transverse gauge link is required.
Thus in any gauge the parton amplitudes need to be augmented by an additional eikonal factor incorporating the
final-state interaction and its phase [108, 118]. The net effect is that it is possible to define transverse momentum
dependent parton distribution functions which contain the effect of the QCD final-state interactions.
IX. DIFFRACTION DISSOCIATION AS A TOOL TO RESOLVE HADRON SUBSTRUCTURE AND
TEST COLOR TRANSPARENCY
Diffractive multi-jet production in heavy nuclei provides a novel way to resolve the shape of light-front Fock state
wave functions and test color transparency [6]. For example, consider the reaction [119, 120]. piA→ Jet1 + Jet2 +A′
at high energy where the nucleus A′ is left intact in its ground state. The transverse momenta of the jets balance
so that ~k⊥i + ~k⊥2 = ~q⊥ < R−1A . Because of color transparency, the valence wave function of the pion with small
impact separation will penetrate the nucleus with minimal interactions, diffracting into jet pairs [119]. The x1 = x,
x2 = 1 − x dependence of the dijet distributions will thus reflect the shape of the pion valence light-cone wave
function in x; similarly, the ~k⊥1 − ~k⊥2 relative transverse momenta of the jets gives key information on the second
transverse momentum derivative of the underlying shape of the valence pion wavefunction [120, 121]. The diffractive
nuclear amplitude extrapolated to t = 0 should be linear in nuclear number A if color transparency is correct. The
integrated diffractive rate will then scale as A2/R2A ∼ A4/3. This is in fact what has been observed by the E791
collaboration at FermiLab for 500 GeV incident pions on nuclear targets [122]. The measured momentum fraction
distribution of the jets with high transverse momentum is found to be approximately consistent with the shape of the
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pion asymptotic distribution amplitude, φasymptpi (x) =
√
3fpix(1−x) [8]; however, there is an indication from the data
that the distribution is broader at lower transverse momentum, consistent with the AdS/CFT prediction.
Color transparency, as evidenced by the Fermilab measurements of diffractive dijet production, implies that a pion
can interact coherently throughout a nucleus with minimal absorption, in dramatic contrast to traditional Glauber
theory based on a fixed σpin cross section. Color transparency gives direct validation of the gauge interactions of
QCD. Color transparency has also been observed in diffractive electroproduction of ρ mesons [123] and in quasi-
elastic pA→ pp(A− 1) scattering [124] where only the small size fluctuations of the hadron wavefunction enters the
hard exclusive scattering amplitude. In the latter case an anomaly occurs at
√
s ' 5 GeV, most likely signaling a
resonance effect at the charm threshold [25].
X. SHADOWING AND ANTISHADOWING OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
One of the novel features of QCD involving nuclei is the antishadowing of the nuclear structure functions which
is observed in deep inelastic lepton scattering and other hard processes. Empirically, one finds RA(x,Q2) ≡(
F2A(x,Q2)/(A/2)Fd(x,Q2)
)
> 1 in the domain 0.1 < x < 0.2; i.e., the measured nuclear structure function (refer-
enced to the deuteron) is larger than than the scattering on a set of A independent nucleons.
The shadowing of the nuclear structure functions: RA(x,Q2) < 1 at small x < 0.1 can be readily understood in
terms of the Gribov-Glauber theory. Consider a two-step process in the nuclear target rest frame. The incoming qq
dipole first interacts diffractively γ∗N1 → (qq)N1 on nucleon N1 leaving it intact. This is the leading-twist diffractive
deep inelastic scattering (DDIS) process which has been measured at HERA to constitute approximately 10% of the
DIS cross section at high energies. The qq state then interacts inelastically on a downstream nucleon N2 : (qq)N2 → X.
The phase of the pomeron-dominated DDIS amplitude is close to imaginary, and the Glauber cut provides another
phase i, so that the two-step process has opposite phase and destructively interferes with the one-step DIS process
γ∗N2 → X where N1 acts as an unscattered spectator. The one-step and-two step amplitudes can coherently interfere
as long as the momentum transfer to the nucleon N1 is sufficiently small that it remains in the nuclear target; i.e.,
the Ioffe length [125] LI = 2Mν/Q2 is large compared to the inter-nucleon separation. In effect, the flux reaching the
interior nucleons is diminished, thus reducing the number of effective nucleons and RA(x,Q2) < 1.
There are also leading-twist diffractive contributions γ∗N1 → (qq)N1 arising from Reggeon exchanges in the t-
channel [21]. For example, isospin–non-singlet C = + Reggeons contribute to the difference of proton and neutron
structure functions, giving the characteristic Kuti-Weisskopf F2p −F2n ∼ x1−αR(0) ∼ x0.5 behavior at small x. The x
dependence of the structure functions reflects the Regge behavior ναR(0) of the virtual Compton amplitude at fixed
Q2 and t = 0. The phase of the diffractive amplitude is determined by analyticity and crossing to be proportional to
−1 + i for αR = 0.5, which together with the phase from the Glauber cut, leads to constructive interference of the
diffractive and nondiffractive multi-step nuclear amplitudes. Furthermore, because of its x dependence, the nuclear
structure function is enhanced precisely in the domain 0.1 < x < 0.2 where antishadowing is empirically observed.
The strength of the Reggeon amplitudes is fixed by the fits to the nucleon structure functions, so there is little model
dependence.
As noted above, the Bjorken-scaling diffractive contribution to DIS arises from the rescattering of the struck quark
after it is struck (in the parton model frame q+ ≤ 0), an effect induced by the Wilson line connecting the currents.
Thus one cannot attribute DDIS to the physics of the target nucleon computed in isolation [15]. Similarly, since
shadowing and antishadowing arise from the physics of diffraction, we cannot attribute these phenomena to the
structure of the nucleus itself: shadowing and antishadowing arise because of the γ∗A collision and the history of the
qq dipole as it propagates through the nucleus.
Ivan Schmidt, Jian-Jun Yang, and I [22] have extended the Glauber analysis to the shadowing and antishadowing
of all of the electroweak structure functions. Quarks of different flavors will couple to different Reggeons; this leads
to the remarkable prediction that nuclear antishadowing is not universal; it depends on the quantum numbers of the
struck quark. This picture implies substantially different antishadowing for charged and neutral current reactions,
thus affecting the extraction of the weak-mixing angle θW . We find that part of the anomalous NuTeV result [126]
for θW could be due to the non-universality of nuclear antishadowing for charged and neutral currents. Detailed
measurements of the nuclear dependence of individual quark structure functions are thus needed to establish the
distinctive phenomenology of shadowing and antishadowing and to make the NuTeV results definitive. Schmidt,
Yang, and I have also identified contributions to the nuclear multi-step reactions which arise from odderon exchange
and hidden color degrees of freedom in the nuclear wavefunction. There are other ways in which this new view of
antishadowing can be tested; antishadowing can also depend on the target and beam polarization.
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